
waiting for breakfast and prepared lunch waiting for ferry recycled USA school bus for local use

Clyde at glassesKyle at triageStephanie at triage

some of government doctorsupdated sign of government servicespeople waiting for us and government

waiting again for breakfast

Escobal site at local clinic buildings

view of old Gatun locks from bridge

Gatun Dam, power plant

Panama Clinics - 2 For Tuesday we returned to Cuipo and provided health services for more people.

For Wednesday and Thursday our clinics were held at Escobar, a town through which we passed the other days.

Ready
for us
to start
our
clinic.



Special government imaging van and
power trailer

sign with obvious health message
tobacco use ages the face prematurely supplies waiting for room assignment

Meghan testing blood sugarStephanie at triage, taking temperatureMeghan at triage, pulse oximeter

Kyle at pharmacygovernment blood pressure checkregistration

deployed by First
Lady of Panama

It was at all four sites and provided mammograms, EKG, and other special health services.

Crowd, Clyde
at glasses, and
supplies,
sorted by
strength



crossing old canal on bridge that rotates into place

traffic waiting to cross new canal

traffic crossing new canal on top of lock
gates in parallel; ship in far distance

check-in heightcheck-in weight

crowd waiting at Escobal on Thursdaytrading places with this empty ferryWe bought fresh pineapples on ferry

Operation of the old canal traffic bridge as seen from an educational cruise ship (Semester At Sea) on 24 December 2013.
(same lock gates, 05 and 06, as on first page of this report and upper left of this page)

FundAyuda doing check-in

We spent much time waiting to
cross the canal by ferry or locks.
The new bridge will be loved.



Patti at triage Meghan checking blood pressureMeghan treating foot wound at triage

Stopped traffic because of flooded
streets in Colon. It took us 4 hours to
return to MIT dorms from the Escobal
clinic on Thursday.

Vertical streaks are from intense early afternoon rain. Falling water near car.

 and suppliespharmacy check-in, government workersAmethyst at pharmacy

trying to feed de-worming tablet to childKyle and pulse-oximeter on fingerStephanie checking temperature

During the four days of clinics there were more than a thousand patients, of whom Project C.U.R.E. served 834.
The First Lady’s Mobile Clinic did 107 mammograms, 170 EKGs, 59 ultrasounds, 97 HIV Rapid Tests. 604
patients visited the pharmacy with prescriptions and received double that number of medications.
Report by Dr. Ed Holroyd, 26 August 2018


